BST MARSHALL
WHAT OUR PATIENTS SAY
 “Therapists explained my condition and were very thorough in helping me understand how to do my exercises so that I could
reach my goal of decrease in symptoms.”
 “They helped me improve my condition.”
 “Explained what each treatment was to accomplish, very knowledgeable of muscles and bone structure—explained why I had
discomfort in certain areas. I felt very confident in the care I was given. Never waited long for service—everyone ran on a tight
schedule, which is good. I would recommend your service to my friends…”
~Patients of Nancy Blanchard, PT & Amy Homan, PTA
 “Very good help and care, and always friendly.”
 “Everyone at Big Stone has been exceptional in helping me meet my PT goals. Thank you.”
~Patients of Kirsten Haukom, PT, DPT and Ronni Vlaminck, PTA
 “The staff listened well to symptoms. Suggested exercises were well explained and the exercises also worked for improvement of strength… making good progress!”
 “Very professional, respectful staff and nice facility. Our son was here previously with great results!”
 “Nice, kind, knew, understood and did good.”
~Patients of Nic Doeling, PT, DPT & Jeremy Mikkelsen, PTA
 “So accommodating and kind, explain so well, thanks for your patience, always smiling and positive; thank you tons!”
 “Excellent PT provider.”
~Patients of Nic Doeling, PT, DPT; Ashley Holm, PTA & Jeremy Mikkelsen, PTA
 “Team is on the same page, easy transition between the two.”
 “I was very satisfied! Front desk = very professional. I am very happy with the therapy.”
~Patients of Brad Runia, PT, DPT & Hana Gilbertson, PTA
 “Very happy and helpful staff, always listen when I talk showing they really care.”
 “The guys are absolutely the best!”
~Patients of Jeremy VanKlompenburg, PT, DPT; Nic Doeling, PT, DPT & Jeremy Mikkelsen, PTA
 “Very knowledgeable about ulnar nerve issues. Always concerned that I don’t overdo myself.”
 Allison is very knowledgeable, she explains what we are going to do and why before each exercise.”
~Patients of Allison Naber, OTR/L
 “Very nice staff”
~Patient of Mary Crockett, OTR/L
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